
Trace both of your hands onto a piece

of paper and label each finger and

which hand it is. Repeat for each

member of your family.

1.

 2. Colour hard on a piece of paper

with the pencil and rub your fingertip

against scribble you've made.

Steps

Brush

Pencil

White paper

Index Card for Fingerprint Evidence

Clear tape

Cocoa Powder

Optional: Magnifying glass

Supplies Provided:

Supplies Not Included:

Getting Started
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3. Use a piece of tape, and place it over the

finger you've rubbed in the pencil and gently

press down.

4. Lift the tape up and press it down onto your

traced hand (be sure to match it to the correct

hand and finger!). Repeat this step for all ten

fingers for yourself and members of your

family.

5. Find a smooth surface, that someone in your

house might have recently touched, this could

be a drinking glass, remote control, door knob

or mirror.

When we touch objects, the oils from our skin transfer to the object
and leave a faint impression of our fingerprints. These fingerprints
can be dusted for using a brush and powder and lifted off the object

for examination. Everyone's fingerprints are unique and can be
used for identification in crimes and mysteries!
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You're all finished!
Thank you for participating in our Take& Make Craft program! We'd love to

see a picture of your completed craft. If you would like to share with the

community on our social media, please email photos to your branch or post

using the hashtag #VIRLfan
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6  Carefully using your brush, apply the

cocoa powder over the object where a

fingerprint might be, the cocoa powder will

stick to the oils in the fingerprint and make

it visible!

7.  Use tape to lift up the fingerprint and

press onto the index card. This might take

some practice!

8.  Examine the fingerprint and compare to

your log of fingerprints, can you tell whose

fingerprint you've found?
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